Solution Brief

Protect your customers
and brand from phishing
You can’t see them coming. We do!

Billion dollars have been already saved, thanks to Segasec.
The Problem
Your customers are the most important assets of your business. You spend a lot of money and time on their
retention. The last thing you want to happen is to lose their trust in your brand because of a phishing scam.
Phishing attacks cost businesses billions of dollars a year.
When you hear about phishing attacks, are you thinking of emails? No, those are the good old days.
There is a huge security blind spot beyond the enterprise perimeter. Nowadays phishing attacks are coming
at you through any digital channel your customers use to interact with your brand. These can be websites,
Google ads, social ads and many other channels. And by the time you finish reading this page, hackers will
have new sophisticated ways to get to your customers.
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Without Segasec, the protection of online assets from phishing relies on rule settings, based on past phishing
behaviors. Can these be really effective when hackers are changing their game and rulebook by the minute?
How can you know what’s coming next? It’s time for you to start setting the rules in your favor.
Segasec continuously scans and monitors the web to detect and verify preparations for phishing attacks that
intend to use your brand identity to fool unsuspecting victims. Segasec knows where to find attack footprints,
how to take down attack sites before people get caught in ruinous phishing schemes.
Segasec also helps you deceive and trap your attackers by submitting large volumes of false data that makes
their database worthless, and by leading them into your honeypots.
Segasec protects your customers from being falsely presented your company’s brand identity, and from being
virtually hijacked. Segasec protects your brand and your customers’ trust in your brand.
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Segasec solution suite will protect your brand from

Phishing

Pharming

CEO fraud

Brand-theft

Smishing

Our patent-pending agile threat protection is based on
Quadrillions of targeted scans at speed
Detecting and responding before the attack is launched
Ongoing collection and analysis of the biggest phishing attack database in the industry
Employing machine learning algorithms to predict the unknown
Mounting counter-attacks to confuse and diffuse
Perfect track record - zero false positives

What you get
Proactive detection of cybercrime attacks involving your online assets
Preemptive disarming, before attacks compromise your brand
Attacks targeting your customers are thwarted
Account takeover and online fraud are stopped
Protection against CEO Fraud and other phishing attacks
Valuable intelligence to make your defenses more robust

Stop phishing attacks
on your brand and
your customers today!
No onboarding required
Segasec’s end-to-end protection
starts the minute a list of all
company online assets is provided.
Contact us for a live demo
info@segasec.com

Protection of brand equity and customer trust
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